The Beijing Institute of Technology International
Summer Program ‘Cloud lessons’
Learning practical application of Chinese, enjoy multi-cultures,
and making friends universally
Program introduction: BIT international summer programs attract nearly 500 international students from dozens of
countries every year. In 2020, the BIT international summer program is not able to proceed as scheduled due to COVID –
19. In order to reduce the impact of the epidemic on our partner universities and students who have applied for the summer
program, BIT plans to launch an online ‘Cloud lessons’ summer program. This program focuses on the practical application
of Chinese language and multicultural communication perception. By attending the online live streaming course, interactive
discussions and report sharing, you will learn daily Chinese, understand Chinese culture, economic and social development. Joining in the program, you will compare, share and experience the culture differences; you will unlock the styles and
characteristics of different cultures in the world through ‘Online Clock-In’ without leaving your home; you will harvest with
an expanded horizon, a deep understanding of the world, a fun online learning journey and friendships around the world.

Courses: Communicative Chinese and Multicultural Curriculum Practice.
Teaching method: Live-streaming broadcast teaching + video reviews + data sharing + interactive communication
Learning platform: Zoom + WeChat
Length and credits: 2 weeks (48 hours); 3 credits
Duration:
Two-week Program 1: 29th June - 12th July
Two-week Program 2: 13th July - 26th July

Course Schedules
Day1

Day2

Day3

Day4

Day5

Opening
Ceremony

Communicative
Chinese:
How do you
introduce yourself

Communicative
Chinese:
How to ask the route

Communicative
Chinese:
How much is this
dress?

Communicative
Chinese:
I'd like to have a
Peking duck

Communicative
Chinese:
The Chinese way
of greeting

Cultural
Comparison:
Traditional Chinese
etiquette

Cultural
Comparison:
Online visit The
Forbidden City

Cultural
Comparison:
China's economic
development(network
economy,etc.)

Cultural
Comparison:
Chinese foods

Culture Sharing:
Chinese and
foreign greetings

Cultural Sharing:
Introduce the
traditional etiquette
and taboos of your
country

Cultural Sharing:
Introduce your
country's historical
sites

Cultural Sharing:
Introduce the
characteristic
economy of your
country (such as
online shopping)

Cultural Sharing:
Let me introduce a
special dish

Day8

Day9

Communicative
Chinese:
The high-speed rail is
so fast!

Communicative
Chinese:
What does it mean to
have a drink on the
wedding feast?

Communicative
Chinese:
Let's have a dance!

Cultural
Comparison:
Chinese folk-custom
life

Cultural
Comparison:
The life of the elderly
people in China

Cultural
Comparison:
Online visit The
Great Wall

Cultural Sharing:
Display of national
customs

Cultural Sharing:
Interview report:
retirement life for the
elderly people

Cultural Sharing:
Group video
presentation: our
hobbies

Cultural
Comparison:
Science and
technology development in China
Cultural Sharing:
Comparison of
representative
scientific and
technological
achievements at
home and abroad

Day10

Day11
Communicative
Chinese:
My hobby is traveling

Day12
Student
Reporting
Performance:
1. The Chinese
language shows;
2. Student talent
show;
3. The Chinese tea
ceremony;
4. Closing ceremony

Certificate: Students will be offered and official transcript with 3 credits and a course completion certificate.
Fee: Free admission to students from partner institutions.
Application Period: 1st May to 30th May, 2020
Application Procedure:

→ Create your account and log in → Choose
→
→ “Apply”

Please register at apply.isc.bit.edu.cn

“Chinese Language Student”
“Chinese Language Program”
Choose the related Study Duration in “Study Plan” item.

Required Documents:
1.ID photo with white background
2.Passport frontpage photocopy

Contact: jiapeishen@bit.edu.cn

xiaominyan@bit.edu.cn

Day6

Day7

Day13 Day14

